How to set up an affiliate account with Vesta Stoves

Thanks for deciding to be become an affiliate with Vesta Stoves. We are a small
family business and have taken the decision to offer affiliates 15% commission on
sales generated through your shared affiliate link.

In order to take advantage of the affiliate scheme you will need to follow the
instructions carefully so that your sales links are properly set up and ready to use.

Step 1.
Firstly you need to create a general Vesta Stoves account. To do this visit
https://vestastoves.co.uk/my-account/

Input your email address and choose a password. Make a note of this password you
will need it later
Once registered you will have an account and the screen will look like this

Step 2

You now need to set up an affiliate account. To do this visit
https://vestastoves.co.uk/affiliate-home/affiliate-register/ and complete the affiliate
registration form as per image below.

Please read the terms and conditions and click submit application. You will then see
the following screen

Step 3. Now you can login to your affiliate account here
https://vestastoves.co.uk/affiliate-home/affiliate-login/ using the email and password
you registered at step 1.

Step 4.
You will no see your affiliate manager. (Screenshot below) on this screen you can
see the commission rate, the number of visitors from your shared link and your
commission balance.

Sales Tab
This shows any sales made through a link you have shared.
Payment History
This section shows your recent payouts.
Creatives
This is the most important section. If you don’t have a website and simply wish to
share your affiliate link on socials then please copy the Affiliate Link and paste it in
any place you wish to share it. For example, Facebook inc buying and selling pages
or email campaigns. Make sure you share the whole link so we can track your sales.

If you have a website and want to use our customised banners then click on the
creatives at the bottom to download an image file for your website that includes your
tracking code.
Finally

Your payouts are made monthly automatically you can check the status n your
affiliate account to see your earnings.

If you have any issues please do not hesitate to contact
sales@vestastoves.co.uk

